Caseload Explorer was designed to simplify and empower the management of all areas of Community-based Supervision. In a single application with an efficiently organized data store, Caseload Explorer provides a case and financial management system in a secure environment for protecting, organizing, sharing, and managing client information. Caseload Explorer’s powerful underlying technology and sophisticated data model can help agencies connect and synchronize multiple applications to make IT integration challenges more manageable. Caseload Explorer is firmly built on advanced Microsoft® technology and can scale to handle exponential growth without compromising system performance.

Originally developed in 1996, Caseload Explorer has continually evolved to meet our customers changing needs. Caseload Explorer v6.0, released in 2017, provides a wide array of feature enhancements with full browser independence and responsive design for smartphone and tablet use. Additionally, AutoMon’s Ce Connect Suite of domain-driven solutions – Ce Assessments, Ce Planning, Ce Drug Testing, Ce Check-in (Web & Kiosk), Ce Field, Ce Pretrial, Ce Analytics, Ce Programs and AutoMon Specialty Court – are tightly integrated with Caseload Explorer.

Caseload Explorer manages numerous elements of vital information including:

- Adult Offenders
- Juvenile/Youthful Offenders
- Associations
- Cases
- Conditions
- Community Service
- Documentation
- Court Dates & Appointments
- Drug Tests
- Assessments
- PSI Reviews
- Programs
- Providers
- Accounting
- Ad Hoc Reports
Using Caseload Explorer’s customizable Intake Wizard, the Offender Record stores the numerous details required by each agency, from demographic details to more unique details such as scars, marks and tattoos, cases, associates, address history, work history, program assignments and compliance.

Caseload Explorer’s comprehensive case management functionality allows users to track the vast array of events & details for any case, including offender interview locations, supervision plans, drug court/mental health screening, criminal histories, court & general date reminders, etc. All cases belonging to an offender can be searched or reported on by various criteria & cases can be entered or imported from 3rd party systems.

Caseload Explorer Accounting provides basic tools from Accounts Payable and Receivable to more specialized features such as Victim Trust Accounting, Obligations Management and Auditing.